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Abstract

AI Policy Matters is a regular column in AI
Matters featuring summaries and commen-
tary based on postings that appear twice
a month in the AI Matters blog (https://
sigai.acm.org/aimatters/blog/). We
welcome everyone to make blog comments
so we can develop a rich knowledge base of
information and ideas representing the SIGAI
members.

About Face

Face recognition (FR) research has made
great progress in recent years and has been
prominent in the news. In public policy, many
are calling for a reversal of the trajectory for FR
systems and products. In the hands of peo-
ple of good will, using products designed for
safety and training systems with appropriate
data, FR benefits society and individuals. The
Verge reports the use in China of unique facial
markings of pandas to identify individual an-
imals. FR research includes work to mitigate
negative outcomes, as with the Adobe and UC
Berkeley work on Detecting Facial Manipula-
tions in Adobe Photoshop for automatic de-
tection of facial images that have been manip-
ulated by splicing, cloning, and removing ob-
jects.

Intentional and unintentional application of
systems that are not designed and trained for
ethical use are a threat to society. Screening
for terrorists could be good, but FR lie and
fraud detection systems sometimes do not
work properly. The safety of FR is currently
an important issue for policymakers, but regu-
lations could have negative consequences for
AI researchers. As with many contemporary
issues, conflicts arise because of conflicting
policies in different countries. Recent and cur-
rent legislation is attempting to restrict FR use
and possibly inhibit FR research; for example,

• San Francisco, CA, Somerville, MA, and
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Oakland, CA, are the first three cities to limit
use of FR to identify people.

• In “Facial recognition may be banned from
public housing thanks to proposed law”
CNET reports that a bill will be introduced to
address the issue that “landlords across the
country continue to install smart home tech-
nology and tenants worry about unchecked
surveillance.”

• A call for a more comprehensive ban on
FR has been launched by the digital rights
group Fight for the Future, seeking a com-
plete Federal ban on government use of fa-
cial recognition surveillance.

Beyond legislation against FR research and
banning certain products, work is in progress
to enable safe and ethical use of FR. A more
general example that could be applied to FR
is the MITRE work The Ethical Framework
for the Use of Consumer-Generated Data in
Health Care, which “establishes ethical val-
ues, principles, and guidelines.”

AI Regulation

With AI in the news so much over the past
year, the public awareness of potential prob-
lems arising from the proliferation of AI sys-
tems and products has led to increasing calls
for regulation. The popular media, and even
technical media, do contain misinformation
and misplaced fears, but plenty of legitimate
issues exist even if their relative importance is
sometimes misunderstood. Policymakers, re-
searchers, and developers need to be in dia-
log about the true needs for and potential dan-
gers of regulation. From our policy perspec-
tive, the significant risks from AI systems in-
clude misuse and faulty unsafe designs that
can create bias, non-transparency of use, and
loss of privacy. Some AI systems are known
to discriminate against minorities, unintention-
ally and not.

An important discussion we should be having
is if governments, international organizations,
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and big corporations, which have already re-
leased dozens of non-binding guidelines for
the responsible development and use of AI,
are the best entities for writing and enforc-
ing regulations. Non-binding principles will not
make some companies developing and apply-
ing AI products accountable. An important
point in this regard is to hold companies re-
sponsible for the product design process itself,
not just for testing products after they are in
use.

Introduction of new government regulations is
a long process and subject to pressure from
lobbyists, and the current US administration
is generally inclined against regulations any-
way. We should discuss alternatives like clear-
inghouses and consumer groups endorsing AI
products designed for safety and ethical use.
If well publicized, the endorsements of re-
spected non-partisan groups including profes-
sional societies might be more effective and
timely than government regulations.

The European Union has released its Ethics
Guidelines for Trustworthy AI, and a second
document with recommendations on how to
boost investment in Europe’s AI industry is
to be published. In May, 2019, the Organi-
zation for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment (OECD) issued their first set of in-
ternational OECD Principles on Artificial In-
telligence, which are embraced by the United
State and leading AI companies.

The AI Race

China, the European Union, and the United
States have been in the news about strate-
gic plans and policies on the future of AI.
The U.S. National Artificial Intelligence Re-
search and Development Strategic Plan, was
released in June, 2019, as an update of the
report by the Select Committee on Artificial In-
telligence of The National Science and Tech-
nology Council. The Computing Community
Consortium (CCC) recently released the AI
Roadmap Website.

Now, the Center for Data Innovation has is-
sued a Report comparing the current stand-
ings of China, the European Union, and the
United States. Here is a summary of their pol-
icy recommendations: “Many nations are rac-
ing to achieve a global innovation advantage in

artificial intelligence (AI) because they under-
stand that AI is a foundational technology that
can boost competitiveness, increase produc-
tivity, protect national security, and help solve
societal challenges. This report compares
China, the European Union, and the United
States in terms of their relative standing in
the AI economy by examining six categories of
metrics: talent, research, development, adop-
tion, data, and hardware. It finds that de-
spite the bold AI initiatives in China, the United
States still leads in absolute terms. China
comes in second, and the European Union
lags further behind. This order could change
in coming years as China appears to be mak-
ing more rapid progress than either the United
States or the European Union. Nonetheless,
when controlling for the size of the labor force
in the three regions, the current U.S. lead be-
comes even larger, while China drops to third
place, behind the European Union. This re-
port also offers a range of policy recommen-
dations to help each nation or region improve
its AI capabilities.”

US and G20 AI Policy

The G20 AI Ministers from the Group of
20 major economies conducted meetings on
trade and the digital economy. They pro-
duced guiding principles for using artificial in-
telligence based on principles adopted earlier
by the 36-member OECD and an additional six
countries. The G20 guidelines call for users
and developers of AI to be fair and account-
able, with transparent decision-making pro-
cesses and to respect the rule of law and val-
ues including privacy, equality, diversity and
internationally recognized labor rights. Mean-
while, the principles also urge governments
to ensure a fair transition for workers through
training programs and access to new job op-
portunities.

Bipartisan Legislators On Deepfake Videos

Senators introduced legislation intended to
lessen the threat posed by “deepfake“ videos,
which use AI technologies to manipulate orig-
inal videos and produce misleading informa-
tion. With this legislation, the Department of
Homeland Security would conduct an annual
study of deepfakes and related content and
require the department to assess the AI tech-
nologies used to create deepfakes. This could
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lead to changes in regulations or to new regu-
lations impacting the use of AI.

Hearing on Societal and Ethical Impacts

The House Science, Space and Technology
Committee held a hearing on June 26th about
the societal and ethical implications of artificial
intelligence, now available on video. The Na-
tional Artificial Intelligence Research and De-
velopment Strategic Plan, released in June, is
an update of the report by the Select Com-
mittee on Artificial Intelligence of The National
Science and Technology Council.

On February 11, 2019, the President signed
Executive Order 13859: Maintaining Ameri-
can Leadership in Artificial Intelligence. Ac-
cording to Michael Kratsios, Deputy Assis-
tant to the President for Technology Policy,
this order “launched the American AI Initia-
tive, which is a concerted effort to promote
and protect AI technology and innovation in
the United States. The Initiative implements
a whole-of-government strategy in collabora-
tion and engagement with the private sector,
academia, the public, and like-minded inter-
national partners. Among other actions, key
directives in the Initiative call for Federal agen-
cies to prioritize AI research and development
investments, enhance access to high-quality
cyberinfrastructure and data, ensure that the
Nation leads in the development of technical
standards for AI, and provide education and
training opportunities to prepare the American
workforce for the new era of AI.”

The first seven strategies continue from the
2016 Plan, reflecting the reaffirmation of the
importance of these strategies by multiple re-
spondents from the public and government,
with no calls to remove any of the strategies.
The eighth strategy is new and focuses on
the increasing importance of effective partner-
ships between the Federal Government and
academia, industry, other non-Federal enti-
ties, and international allies to generate tech-
nological breakthroughs in AI and to rapidly
transition those breakthroughs into capabili-
ties.

Strategy 8: Expand Public–Private Partner-
ships to Accelerate Advances in AI is new in
the June, 2019, plan and reflects the grow-
ing importance of public-private partnerships

enabling AI research and expanding public-
private partnerships to accelerate advances in
AI. A goal is to promote opportunities for sus-
tained investment in AI research and develop-
ment and transitions into practical capabilities,
in collaboration with academia, industry, inter-
national partners, and other non-Federal enti-
ties.

Continued points from the seven Strategies in
the previous Executive Order in February in-
clude

• support for the development of instructional
materials and teacher professional develop-
ment in computer science at all levels, with
emphasis at the K–12 levels,

• consideration of AI as a priority area within
existing Federal fellowship and service pro-
grams,

• development of AI techniques for human
augmentation,

• emphasis on achieving trust: AI system de-
signers need to create accurate, reliable
systems with informative, user-friendly inter-
faces.

The National Science and Technology Coun-
cil (NSTC) is functioning again. NSTC is
the principal means by which the Executive
Branch coordinates science and technology
policy across the diverse entities that make up
the Federal research and development enter-
prise. A primary objective of the NSTC is to
ensure that science and technology policy de-
cisions and programs are consistent with the
President’s stated goals. The NSTC prepares
research and development strategies that are
coordinated across Federal agencies aimed
at accomplishing multiple national goals. The
work of the NSTC is organized under commit-
tees that oversee subcommittees and working
groups focused on different aspects of science
and technology. More information is available.

The Office of Science and Technology Pol-
icy (OSTP) was established by the National
Science and Technology Policy, Organization,
and Priorities Act of 1976 to provide the Pres-
ident and others within the Executive Office
of the President with advice on the scientific,
engineering, and technological aspects of the
economy, national security, homeland secu-
rity, health, foreign relations, the environment,
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and the technological recovery and use of re-
sources, among other topics. OSTP leads in-
teragency science and technology policy co-
ordination efforts, assists the Office of Man-
agement and Budget with an annual review
and analysis of Federal research and devel-
opment in budgets, and serves as a source of
scientific and technological analysis and judg-
ment for the President with respect to major
policies, plans, and programs of the Federal
Government. More information is available.

Groups that advise and assist the NSTC on AI
include

• The Select Committee on Artificial Intelli-
gence addresses Federal AI research and
development activities, including those re-
lated to autonomous systems, biometric
identification, computer vision, human com-
puter interactions, machine learning, natu-
ral language processing, and robotics. The
committee supports policy on technical, na-
tional AI workforce issues

• The Subcommittee on Machine Learning
and Artificial Intelligence monitors the state
of the art in machine learning (ML) and arti-
ficial intelligence within the Federal Govern-
ment, in the private sector, and internation-
ally

• The Artificial Intelligence Research and De-
velopment Interagency Working Group co-
ordinates Federal research and develop-
ment in AI and supports and coordinates ac-
tivities tasked by the Select Committee on
AI and the NSTC Subcommittee on Machine
Learning and Artificial Intelligence.

More information available.

Please join our discussions at the SIGAI Pol-
icy Blog.
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